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ABSTRACT

1

Automatic algorithms for tracking and associating passengers and
their divested objects at an airport security screening checkpoint
would have great potential for improving checkpoint efficiency,
including flow analysis, theft detection, line-of-sight maintenance,
and risk-based screening. In this paper, we present algorithms for
these tracking and association problems and demonstrate their
effectiveness in a full-scale physical simulation of an airport security
screening checkpoint. Our algorithms leverage both hand-crafted
and deep-learning-based approaches for passenger and bin tracking,
and are able to accurately track and associate objects through a
ceiling-mounted multi-camera array. We validate our algorithm
on ground-truthed datasets collected at the simulated checkpoint
that reflect natural passenger behavior, achieving high rates of
passenger/object/transfer event detection while maintaining low
false alarm and mismatch rates.

Video surveillance is a critical aspect of airport security, and can
make a particular difference at security screening checkpoints. For
example, automatically tracking the flow rates of passengers can
help determine when a new lane should be opened. Robustly maintaining associations between passengers and their belongings can
help detect thefts in real time, or mitigate ownership disputes after
the fact. Maintaining a specific passenger’s identity as s/he moves
through the airport can enable “risk-based screening” in which
certain passengers are given more or less scrutiny. In this paper,
we present a first step in these directions: a set of computer vision
algorithms specifically tailored to the problems of tracking and
associating passengers and divested objects at security checkpoints.
The algorithms were designed and tested in a highly accurate reproduction of a security checkpoint, ensuring their direct applicability
to the real-world scenario.
In particular, we address three main problems. The first is passenger tracking through a network of several cameras with slightly
overlapping fields of view. We combine optical flow detectors with a
deep-learning detector trained on overhead passenger images. The
second problem is tracking passenger belongings (here, confined to
the contents of standard-sized bins). A passenger can divest objects
into one or more bins. We solve the bin tracking problem with
a background-aware correlation filter, and use a simple template
matching algorithm to determine whether a bin is empty or contains
divested objects. The third problem is passenger-to-bin association,
which is important both at the moment of divestment and at the table where passengers pick up their belongings after screening. Since
the problem of bin ownership is critical, we use a deep-learningbased arm pose detector to detect passenger contacts with bins. We
test and train our algorithms with footage collected from the mock
checkpoint, and validate the results against hand-annotated ground
truth for passenger/bin locations and transfer events. We demonstrate that the algorithms operate at high detection and low false
alarm rates, indicating their promise for real-world deployment.
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